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Why read this guide?

You have already explored the principles of ‘Lean’ and how they may be applied to construction. You may want to assess the size of the opportunity for your organisation or need help with implementing a Lean based improvement programme. You may have achieved a degree of progress within your own organisation and now wish to build on it or extend it into your supply chains and client projects. To do this you may be considering how to develop your own team or bring in expertise to work with you and your suppliers.

Reading this guide will help you assess what your organisation needs, identify potential consultants, procure their services effectively, have a productive relationship with them and develop your organisation’s internal capabilities for the longer term. Implementing Lean is a continuous improvement programme, which is likely to need significant consultant support to get it established efficiently and effectively.

This guide has been authored and reviewed by individuals who have considerable experience of applying Lean principles to construction in the UK, both as clients and suppliers of Lean consulting services.

CIRIA Lean guides
This guide is one of a series of publications and, together with an overview document, can be found at: www.ciria.org/service/lean
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Introduction

You have identified that Lean offers a way of improving your organisation. You have probably already identified a range of benefits that you understand a Lean approach can deliver, ideally having referred to Chick (2013). These benefits are likely to be in terms of:

- reducing operating costs through the minimisation of non-value adding activities
- winning a higher proportion of bids through a better understanding of what represents value to the client and focusing on it
- being able to deliver the project more quickly with a more consistent work flow
- at a lower cost having reduced the amount of waste
- with less labour on site
- a lower degree of risk and a safer environment
- producing the right quality product
- establishing a culture that rigorously works to continuously improve the performance of the business.

You may be completely new to Lean or may be implementing it. In either case it is advisable to be aware of where you currently stand on the journey to becoming a Lean organisation, running Lean projects that deliver exceptional value to clients.

You recognise that you need advice on how best to move forward and you equally recognise that the application of Lean can take many forms and choosing the right advice will be vital. This guide will assist you in selecting the right consultant for your particular enterprise. One who will help you:

- with your understanding of maturity in your organisation
- consider how to apply Lean to what parts of the organisation, over what time frame
- understand what support you may need to obtain from a consultant
- identify the aspects of the business that can gain most and from which types of Lean related consultancy (Lean Six Sigma, Lean Construction etc)
- get buy in from stakeholders
- handle the relationships between the consultant and your various internal and external stakeholders.

It can also be useful to work with a consultant when preparing the procurement process for resources to deliver the larger task of changing the organisation.

The way you want or need to work with the consultant to achieve the desired outcomes may also vary and is likely to take several forms. A matrix approach is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Whatever your requirements, this guide is aimed at helping you obtain the support you need effectively.
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This chapter considers how you assess where you are currently on your Lean journey, what you are trying to achieve and how this fits into the wider business strategy (objectives, culture etc). How you are planning to approach it within the range of possibilities (eg from trial projects, through to organisation wide) and defining what success would look like to you. Where do you think you will need external support?

You may need the consultant to help you assess this and to work with you to identify the future state you aspire to achieve. With these identified you can then work out the route to take from the current state to the future objective. How will you share the vision with others in the company and involve them in bringing it about and making it stick, ideally without the need for consultants in the longer term? By doing this you will transform the rate at which the business improves, year after year.

1.1 CLIENT SELF-AWARENESS, CURRENT AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES

There are numerous ways of measuring how mature the client’s Lean culture is today, eg by using a simple matrix. You may want to use one of these tools to do your own assessments of where you are and where you want to get to. However, if you are new to Lean, it is more likely that you will include doing this or drawing up a list of assessment criteria for your business in the brief of the consultancy services that you plan to procure.

Build Lean (Terry and Smith, 2011) contains one such tool. The 20 Keys considers 20 subject areas such as Lean awareness and understanding through to Lean problem solving, Lean capability building and developing collaborative relationships and partnerships. It allocates one of five pre-defined levels of maturity to each. These five performance levels range from 1 (traditional) through to 5 (currently invincible), so you should find one that applies!

Different consultancy firms are likely to have their own preferences as to how they approach this subject, which is common to most Lean continuous improvement programmes where the starting point, often referred to as ‘the current state’, and the position that the client will work towards, ‘the future state’, may be defined in terms of Lean maturity. Some clients, have developed their own maturity assessment model, The Highway Agency’s HALMAT model is available from their website. Defining such a model is costly and only necessary if you are working in a large organisation with a very specific range of activities. It would be advisable to use the approach recommended by the consultants that you ultimately appoint rather than be prescriptive before their appointment.

1.2 MATCHING ASPIRATIONS WITH SELF-AWARENESS

The toolkits mentioned in Section 1.1, and others like them, provide several ways of defining
where you want to be in the future and measuring progress. Use them, within the context of your wider business strategy and plans, to outline your business Lean goals and aspirations. It is advisable to define some intermediate steps and establish target dates for achieving them.

Changing an organisation's culture is notoriously difficult. People will need to re-learn ways of doing things that they may already have fixed ideas about. Their perception of best practice may be very different from the potential approaches that result from applying Lean thinking. Sometimes the conclusions may be counter-intuitive. Examples of this could be not making do when the right information or materials are not available or moving away from large batch production to (ultimately) create single piece flow (ie production where the batch size is one and work in progress inventory is minimised). An experienced consultant will be able to guide you on this.

Similarly, Lean construction is not a new concept. There may be members of the team who have tried it before and not achieved the desired outcome. This may be the case where someone tried to impose it from the top of the organisation without achieving a basic understanding of what they were trying to achieve throughout the business. Construction is a risk-averse industry and project managers often want to deliver projects in ways that they know and are confident they can meet the expectations of their client. They are unlikely to change the way they do things just because someone tells them it is a good idea.

Fortunately there are also project managers and business leaders who have made Lean work in construction and they know how much easier and more predictable it has made their lives. When implemented well, with the right level of sponsorship, internal champions and expert advisors, the results can be stunning and sustainable. The key to success is bringing stakeholders with you along the journey. Allow time to spread the knowledge and share the learning from successes. Do not set over-ambitious targets in the brief if you are at the beginning of the journey to being Lean but equally provide incentives for exceeding them.

You are likely to need support from your consultant to guide you through managing this change process, bringing the stakeholders along with you.

1.3 IDENTIFYING OBJECTIVES AND BENEFITS TO BE DELIVERED

Having a degree of self-awareness will help you determine what you want to do. Do you want to start with your own organisation, your regular suppliers or on a project-by-project basis? Or do you want to take an holistic approach, looking at all of these?

Are you going to fund the whole change programme or are you going to incentivise suppliers to do it themselves by sharing benefits from savings and measuring their relative performance against their competitors? Either way, you will need to give it leadership and establish the funding mechanism to get the continuous improvement process going.

It is also worth considering some associated questions yourself before setting the objectives, such as:

1. How will you align the consultant's objectives to your business strategy, giving consideration to both the enterprise and project team perspectives?
2. What is the type of culture that you think you want to create?
3. What support may you need, at what part of the project process (pre/post project contract, operations etc)?
4. How long would you hope your organisation would take to transform itself into a Lean enterprise?
5. What sort of support is expected of the consultant? Is it direction, delivery, or training, or a combination of these?
What are the target early adopter projects you intend to apply Lean to?

What will you and your colleagues look for as signs of success of your Lean improvement programme?

How will learning, particularly within project teams, be captured and retained for reuse?

Will the consultant need links between your department and other parts of the organisation’s governance, finance department etc?

How might the consultant interface with your existing supply chain members?

When selecting and appointing the consultant, having established the objectives, the delivery of the resulting benefits that are being targeted needs to be measured. The brief (and contract) will need to address who will measure them and how the results may be used. While most can be expressed in monetary terms, there are others, which are better expressed in other ways. There is a wide range of ways of measuring the implementation of a Lean improvement programme. These may include:

- progress in establishing the policy deployment team
- Lean awareness and competence levels within the business and its supply chains
- progress with target projects
- use of collaborative planning that addresses constraints, resulting in shorter and more predictable programmes
- routine use of structured, root cause based, problem solving techniques
- reduced cost, risk, rework, waste to landfill, lost time, learning lost (see Fraser and Kelly, 2011)
- increased overall activity effectiveness (a form of productivity measurement)
- on time, in full deliveries (of information and product or service)
- the use of visual management tools
- the financial measures such as return on investment, improved cash flow, accuracy of forecasts and reduced inventory held because of the improvement activities
- business specific aspects such as minimising the effect of construction activities to ongoing operations of the client or reducing the number of people requiring security clearance to work on site
location specific aspects such as limiting the impact on the local community or managing logistics for constrained city centre projects

evidence of learning being reused.

Whichever measures you decide to apply, they need to be agreed with stakeholders and base lined so that progress can be measured against them. Benefits realisation from Lean is considered in more detail by Smith (2013).

Some people believe in the axiom 'if you don't measure it, it will not be managed'. However, looking at measurement from a Lean perspective, only measure something if the resulting measurement continues to provide direct value to you or your client. You may start measuring more aspects than you need to reducing them as the level of maturity of your organisation increases.

### 1.4 INCENTIVES AND BENEFITS REALISATION

Appointing a Lean consultant may initially seem to be an obvious candidate for establishing some form of remuneration system based upon results. However, while desirable, this is more difficult in practice than might be expected. The primary reason for stating this is that often the results of individual bottom up improvement activities in a focused area may not affect the overall process proportionately. For example, a time saving of two days for a particular project activity may save the direct resource, but if the overall project duration is not affected the benefit is limited. However, if it is on the project’s critical path or removes a bottleneck, the saving may be multiplied many times. It is also possible to spend as much resource evaluating savings as generating them, in which case it will not happen. For these reasons it is recommended that incentives, if used, should be applied at the macro level, ie for a project, programme or at organisation level. This will encourage the desired behaviours while avoiding the creation of a bureaucracy to implement it.

Such incentives need to be linked to the pre-defined benefits realisation targets that the organisation is setting out to obtain. As mentioned in Section 1.3, Smith (2013) will provide more information.

The more ambitious client may be tempted to use an innovative process, effectively collaborating with the consultant to establish a novel way of working. In such an instance there is potentially both risk and opportunity and a collaborative approach should consider the potential for both pain and gain sharing (while taking into account the size of the supplier of the consulting services).

Another aspect to consider is the duration of the contract or framework arrangement and break clauses if benefits are not being delivered in excess of any pre-agreed minimum requirements.

If the contract is designed to change an organisation’s culture the relationship with the supplier is likely to last much longer than if it is purely to deliver training. A longer term contract can be an incentive, as it reduces the risk of each transaction being considered in isolation. However, it should be accompanied by targets for continuous improvement of the supplier’s own performance to avoid complacency developing.

### 1.5 ESTABLISHING THE BUDGET AND TIMING

To get the most out of this important appointment, it is important to understand the market context from both the client’s and the potential suppliers’ perspectives:

- allow time for market research before finalising the brief
- be realistic in assessing the content of the brief with respect to budgets and timing
- estimate how long the procurement process will take, within the context of any applicable rules (eg EU regulations for public bodies and utility companies and internal quality assurance and procurement processes)
• consider how long you want the contract to last
• determine what internal resources will be involved to (a) procure and (b) implement Lean.

1.6 WHAT PRE-REQUISITES ARE REQUIRED?

The procurement process and supplier selection (Chapter 3) suggests questions to ask potential consultants and approaches to scoring responses, but there are some general points that should be considered at the start. When setting the requirements brief, avoid cutting and pasting inappropriate terms and conditions from your other professional services contracts. You are not going to be appointing a designer so do not require professional indemnity insurance that is defined in relation to a designer’s responsibilities. Be specific. In general, if you have a requirement it will be priced into the consultant’s response. Also, try to avoid putting too many barriers in the way and reducing your available options.

Some potential considerations
• do you require a non-disclosure agreement to be signed, if so for what scope (purpose) and for what duration? Aim to keep it simple
• consider what you need with respect to ownership terms for intellectual property (IP) created during the contract. What licences you need for ongoing use of background IP and who will own the new foreground IP created under the contract. Would you be happy for the supplier to reuse the work with another client? If so, on what terms? It is best to be clear on this at the start
• will access to construction sites be needed on a regular basis? If so are suppliers required to have third party accredited health and safety passes so as to minimise the disruptive cost of them having to be accompanied during site visits?
• are there requirements to have resources available within certain notice periods? Are these achievable by the type of suppliers that are being targeted?
Market research

When buying anything it pays to have some idea of what is available and the costs and benefits involved. This is no different. You should make yourself aware of what types of consultants and methodologies exist. How can you identify suitable consultants and what criteria can you use to judge potential consultancy support?

2.1 SCOPE OF RESEARCH

In this field, the internet is a good starting point but many Lean consultants rely on reputation rather than advertising. Also, you are advised to seek recommendations from other clients and your existing suppliers.

Lean is often linked to various approaches to quality management. There are many synergies. The most common are probably those based on Deming’s work (Deming, 2000) or Six Sigma™ developed by Motorola in 1986 (Pyzdek and Kellar, 2009). The latter is largely based upon the application of statistics and the analysis of variances. As many improvement activities require both aspects, it is not unusual to find consultants offering both. Your development of the brief will be iterative and, as you understand what is potentially available, you may modify the brief to reflect your greater understanding of the market.

Different consultancy businesses will have widely differing scales and business models. Some may have many staff at varying levels of seniority and fee levels. Others may use freelance associates that they have previously assessed and worked with. If supporting a large-scale corporate change programme it may be necessary to work with a larger company that has a greater resource pool. However, in these circumstances it is important to establish whether the larger company has real construction project experience as well as the corporate change projects. The two are related but quite different in nature.

For smaller or more focused change programmes, the smaller firms may be more responsive and it may be easier to negotiate a lighter touch intervention programme. They may also have specialist competences not found in the larger, more general business improvement consultancies. When you have a motivated, willing internal team, it may be easier to become self-sufficient by working with a small group of consultants with relevant experience. The last decade has demonstrated that applying Lean principles to construction organisations is not just a matter of applying them as they have been in other manufacturing sectors.

Things to look for during your initial searches include:

1. What are the competences (qualifications and experience) and capabilities of a potential supplier?
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2.2 QUALIFICATIONS AND ACCREDITATIONS

This sector is not rich in traditional qualifications. There are NVQs and MSc type qualifications being offered by a small number of organisations involved with Lean construction and there are moves to codify qualifications for all industry sectors. At the time of writing, it is not feasible to rely completely upon qualifications.

The Six Sigma community has an informal system with levels named after the coloured belts used in martial arts. A yellow belt signifies a basic understanding. Green belt training covers the methodology (Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control, DMAIC) plus the tools and techniques in some detail. Black belt training does the same but applied to more complex situations. In addition to training, the informal accrediting organisations usually require evidence of applying it to projects and delivering a minimum level of quantifiable benefits, successful completion of end of course tests and, at black belt level, coaching green belt practitioners.

There are a few master black belt practitioners, usually the trainers or the leaders of teams within companies employing such staff. The employers and training companies generally determine whether a candidate has reached the required level.

Lean and Six Sigma are commonly found together because the tools and principles of each complement the other, however Lean emerged from the development of The Toyota Production System (Toyota does not use the coloured belt system to signify levels of competence) (see Liker, 2004).

The formal qualifications that do exist are relatively new and so, while they do add credibility, at this point most Lean construction practitioners that have real experience do not have such qualifications or claim to be Six Sigma black belts.

In conclusion, relevant track record, verifiable references and personal recommendations (or not) are important when assessing potential suppliers.

There have been attempts to improve the situation with respect to accreditation of Lean construction practitioners (eg as proposed by BRE). You may want to consider supporting such initiatives.

2.3 ESTABLISHING WHAT SUPPORT AND SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE, ON WHAT SORT OF CONTRACT AND COST

Many of the companies offering Lean construction consultancy are relatively small or the relevant teams within them are. So they are likely to be willing to discuss what they offer, the
types of contract they work with and rates that they charge. These market tests can be requested through a public request for information (RFI) based process or on a one-to-one basis. Your own procurement rules and processes may determine how this can be done. Similarly, a more formal pre-qualification questionnaire (PQQ) may be used.

Many Lean consultancies will rely on their track record, personal recommendations and their contacts to generate work and will not respond to opportunities to tender. Bidding can take up a lot of time and the outcome is unpredictable so companies that are effective at winning work through other means may opt out due to the perceived high opportunity cost. If there are companies you are specifically interested in, direct negotiations may be more effective.

Another potential source of information is tapping into the experience of other similar clients. If you are not a competitor of theirs, they may well share experiences and suggest consultants with whom they have worked.

There are also several sources of independent advice. Buildoffsite (managed by CIRIA) offers its client members an independent client advice service, generally free of charge. Some independent consultants may also be willing to act as advisors for the procurement process although they may be expected to exclude themselves from the parties competing for the main contract.
This chapter focuses on how you will procure and what criteria you are going to use to select consultants. It covers:

- questions to ask (defining the selection criteria)
- making sure that the relationship will work
- making sure you are not sold a ‘standard’ process and that the consultant will genuinely listen to your needs and offers a ‘blend’ of potential support
- whether you are using a consultant to build capacity or in a far longer advisory role or both?

Note that if you work for an organisation that has to follow the public sector and utilities related EU rules, often referred to as ‘going through the OJEU process’, consider that smaller consultancy businesses are unlikely to be monitoring the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU) on a regular basis. If you want them to show interest in your invitation to bid, it is advisable to make them aware of the opportunity.

### 3.1 CONSIDERATIONS WHEN DETERMINING THE PROCESS

While the cost of such services must be managed, the most significant side of the equation is the value of the benefits you believe you will obtain from working with a particular supplier.

Analyse what you need and differentiate between the aspects that are relatively easy to procure to an acceptable quality level and those that are more challenging and for which other factors are more important. The latter might be in the area of the existing knowledge of your organisation or a particular production process that you are trying to improve. You may actually be trying to procure a range of services that are best supplied by more than one organisation.

Different organisations will have different commercial policies and regulatory compliance requirements, as mentioned previously with respect to EU regulations. Whatever the constraints, the client clearly has a range of options. You can procure through long-term framework contracts, through competitive tendering, one-to-one negotiation or simply on recommendation of a trusted advisor. The selection may be a one off or part of a long-term programme. You may be seeking one supplier or multiple suppliers.

The criteria for selection will be considered here, however it is worth considering, at a generic level regarding how the main criteria will be allocated weightings. In particular the probability of the future business benefits being achieved compared to the different fee levels sought by different suppliers, eg the price vs. technical competences vs. cultural fit vs. geographical locations or availability. Do any of these represent go/no-go considerations?
When planning the procurement process you should consider whether the potential suppliers are likely to have had experience of the process that is to be used. For example, if you are going to use an online procurement portal service, ensure that there is adequate briefing on how to access it and what needs to be submitted when.

Consider also how the opportunity will be promoted to potential suppliers.

If you want your supply chain to use the services of the nominated consultant, will services ultimately be procured directly by you or via others or by both routes? If via others, how much visibility of the transactions or control will you need?

If the Lean services are to be used both at the organisation level and within project teams, will there be different ways of accounting for each? Your responses to questions such as this will help determine how the contract(s) will be administered.

Case study 3.1 Skanska

Skanska has used two different approaches to securing Lean consultants. In its wider business it has found it useful to employ a small specialist consultancy firm with construction and collaborative planning experience with a view to developing their own capabilities. The consultants rotated between projects managing collaborative planning and running small improvement projects. However, when it came to working with the Highways Agency in a joint venture with the Balfour Beatty Group to widen the M25, there were going to be many opportunities for repetition and they wanted to learn quickly. For this a larger firm was employed with a different style. More direct training of employees (avoiding the use of Lean terminology), putting emphasis on consensus building, identification of critical aspects of the programme, running continuous improvement activities and measuring the benefits achieved (a 10 per cent reduction overall).

3.2 A TENDER TEMPLATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tender template (suggested areas for consideration)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Client</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The client</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-assessment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expectations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific goals</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What do you want a consultant to do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where geographically, will you need them to operate?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consultant requirements</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Previous experience</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measurement of benefits</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payment terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Award criteria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Form of contract</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant quality/evaluation questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 Based on the self-assessment expectations above, how would you go about approaching this commission?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 Give two examples/references detailing previous similar assignments and outcomes achieved in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 What is your approach to managing organisational change, what experience has the team got and how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>was it accrued?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 Are you prepared to work in an open, collaborative way and can you demonstrate, with references that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you have done so successfully before?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 How would you interact with multiple levels within both the client organisation and its supply chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>members? For example, how would you interact differently with designers and builders?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6 What is the range of capabilities that are available (e.g., Lean/Lean construction/Lean 6 Sigma/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training/audit/coaching/process engineering/programming/continuous flow/constraint management/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>systems thinking/building information model management, integrated project delivery methods etc).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7 What training and other forms of knowledge development have resulted in the capabilities offered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., research, publications)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8 Do you have or are you willing to develop a capability to operate a competences certification scheme?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9 What differentiates your organisation from others? Do you have any proprietary products or services?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10 Have you worked with construction project delivery teams and lower tier construction product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppliers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11 Do you offer generic Lean construction training courses?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12 How would you cover the geographical area of the client's operations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13 Please provide a list of companies that you have worked with in applying Lean principles to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construction design and delivery.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scoring methodology will need to work with the wider criteria that will no doubt be applied covering topics such as financial stability, criminal records etc. It is recommended that a score for unacceptable is included and that the acceptability level is sufficiently high in other respects to allow pricing to be a deciding factor. For example, if there are multiple candidates that meet the acceptability level in terms of technical competence and cultural fit, price can become the deciding factor. It is also advisable not to combine questions just to keep the overall number of them down. If a potential supplier scores high on one aspect but unacceptably low on the other of a complex question, how would you deal with it?

An example scoring system is given in Table 3.1. It is designed for selecting technically capable suppliers. In this instance, companies scoring 75 per cent or above would then be assessed based on price.
### Table 3.1  An example of a scoring system (adapted from Ministry of Justice, courtesy Terry Stocks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Exceeds the requirement. Exceptional demonstration by the bidder of the relevant ability, understanding, experience, skills, resource and quality measures required. Evidence identifies factors that will offer significant added value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Satisfies the requirement and offers some additional benefits. Above average demonstration by the bidder of the relevant ability, understanding, experience, skills, resource and quality measures required. Evidence identifies factors that will offer some added value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Satisfies the requirement. Demonstration by the bidder of the relevant ability, understanding, experience, skills, resource and quality measures required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Minor reservations</td>
<td>Satisfies the requirement with minor reservations. Some minor reservations about the bidder’s relevant ability, understanding, experience, skills, resources and quality measures required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Major reservations</td>
<td>Satisfies the requirement but with major reservations. Serious concerns about the bidder’s relevant ability, understanding, experience, skills, resources and quality measures required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unacceptable</td>
<td>Does not meet the requirement. Does not comply and/or insufficient information provided to demonstrate that the bidder has the relevant ability, understanding, experience, skills, resource and quality measures required. Little or no evidence to support the response.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Case study 3.2  The Ministry of Justice

The MOJ operate a Lean ‘systemised’ process for project delivery that has reduced the cost of delivery, reduced the outturn cost of projects, increased the on time delivery of projects and increased the predictability of spend forecasting and outturn cost. They developed their own Lean system, and used a Lean consultant in the role of mentor/critical friend. They felt they knew their business best and were best placed to identify and implement change. The role of the consultant was to help set reaching targets and to provide opinion, guidance and coaching as they developed their tools and process. Key points on their journey included:

- establishing why they needed to change
- developing a deep understanding of what they did
- developing new practice, tools and behaviour to address areas requiring improvement
- constantly using data to track improvements against agreed benchmarks
- maintaining good communications with in-house staff and supply chain and use them to help develop new practice.

The MOJ did not have a dedicated budget for the implementation of Lean, so they devised an approach that best used the skills of their own staff and supply chain, supplemented with ‘light touch’ coaching from a Lean consultant with specific expertise in their business area. They now have a small in-house team of staff whose role is to constantly monitor and support business and delivery improvement.
Building and maintaining the supplier relationship

This chapter looks at starting the journey together, the introductions to the wider team and agreeing performance measures, recording successes and failures in an open manner.

4.1 INDUCTIONS AND INTRODUCTIONS TO THE WIDER TEAM, DEVELOPING THE PROGRAMME

It is important to introduce the new consultants and those they will need to work with at the earliest opportunity. It is important not only to ensure that the consultants may work efficiently but also to ensure that the other colleagues and suppliers they are working with recognise that the consultant is working closely with you and has your confidence.

It is also important to involve them in the development of the change programme and to plan it with the consultant. The aim should be to achieve a situation where the internal team feel it is their plan, which the consultant is helping them to achieve.

4.2 VISIBILITY OF PROJECT PIPELINE AND EARLY INVOLVEMENT

Where the consultancy service is going to involve working with your construction supply chains for projects it is helpful to provide visibility of future potential workflow and providing the contacts for them to engage with early in the project life cycle. This will help keep them eager to perform so they are well placed to compete for future work, whether it is the Lean consultant or the construction supply chain.

4.3 MONITORING PERFORMANCE, ADMINISTERING THE CONTRACT

Good performance management requires reference benchmarks to be established early in the relationship or project and bought into by both internal stakeholders and the supplier.

Recording successes (and failures) is also important. Where feasible, getting independent validation of the claims, eg by another senior manager who is not directly involved. This may be the finance manager but does not have to be, as long as they are respected by the people who allocate budgets.

For the relationship to run smoothly, it is helpful to administer the contract efficiently and on time, in particular with respect to any pain and gain sharing provisions (if applicable).
Becoming a Lean enterprise

This chapter will discuss using consultants to grow capacity within the organisation, through training and knowledge capture and continuous improvement.

5.1 HOW TRAINING AND CONSULTANCY WORK TOGETHER

When defining your requirements, it is important to have a view on how you envisage training and consultancy (including coaching and mentoring) can be mixed effectively. The potential suppliers will no doubt bring new ideas to how they would approach this, however, it is a significant client consideration for several reasons. These include the time it will involve your staff committing to it and the scale of the budget, particularly if there is a significant amount of one-to-one coaching and mentoring over a sustained period. Relying upon training alone can be risky as the application of what has been communicated is often the more difficult part and it is important to help build the confidence of the change leaders within the client organisation who may be new to Lean. Changing your organisation into a Lean enterprise will not happen overnight. It is a cultural change. Your team and suppliers will need to re-learn how to approach tasks that they have already been doing in a way that they were comfortable with. There will be some resistance to change. An empathetic consultant will be able to work with your team members to guide them through this challenging transition. An arrogant, dogmatic one will create a different set of problems!

Managing change is a complex process. It not only involves new methods of working but just as challenging, taking the client organisation through a psychological evolution. This is beyond the scope of this guide but the consultant should be able to demonstrate that they understand the human side of the journey. It is important that they recognise that many in the client organisation will not see the need for change initially and may well resist it before becoming convinced and motivated. Experienced consultants will be able to demonstrate how they have engaged with teams and helped them develop their own Lean solutions. Do not expect Lean training alone to deliver change.

5.2 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT FROM YOUR CONSULTANT

While the primary focus here will be improving your own organisation and/or your supply chains, if the contract is to last a significant period, it is important to ensure that the consultant is improving their own service and effectiveness. Incorporate a quarterly performance review process into the requirements. Set an expectation from the start. Solicit feedback from the people on the receiving end of training courses and coaching. Monitor project performance and review the rate of progress with the consultants. Continuously capture learning from the process of change.
5.3 CAPTURING KNOWLEDGE AND REUSING IT

Few managers want to rely upon external consultants for longer than they need to. They can be expensive and when they leave there is a risk of losing a lot of know how that has been developed during the contract. Worse still, it could be transferred to one of your competitors. Ensuring the consultant is building the in-house competences to permit the company to progress on the Lean journey should be core to the assignment’s requirements. From the start, you should consider the sustainability of change and your exit strategy for the consultant.

As the contract progresses and lessons are learned (often because of problems arising), they need to be captured, understood and shared. One approach to this is by including cause and effect analyses where appropriate into regular project reporting.

Where lessons are learnt, aim to establish a record of best practice. These may come from an element of design that may be reusable or an improvement to a production process that can be captured in a revision to a methods statement. To do this effectively there are implications for other contracts used to procure a project (eg for the reuse of IPR in designs or standard processes that are developed). One way of doing this is through the creation of a library of Building Information Model (BIM) objects. However, reuse of a design or process must be subject to a review that it is safe and appropriate to do so in the new context.

5.4 ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE IMPLEMENTATION WITH INTERNAL RESOURCES

In this area it is usual to take the approach of up-skilling existing staff rather than bringing in a completely new team. This includes expanding in-house competencies to include Lean processes, knowledge of the tools and when to use them and identifying a network of sponsors and champions. This is often accompanied by establishing a system of self-assessment. As mentioned in Section 5.1 coaching and mentoring will probably be needed to follow up the training provided in the earlier stages.

Creating and maintaining the right climate and culture has also been found to be vital. This is dealt with in some detail by Terry and Smith (2011), which refers to work by Isaksen and Akkermans (2007). It requires a challenging, trusting and open culture. One that encourages new ideas and debate, along with a willingness to take risks where appropriate.

Keep track of who has developed which competencies. Make it easy for managers to identify people within the organisation who may be able to help them. Encourage collaboration between functional departments.

Trust and value the newly developed in-house team’s opinions. It can be very frustrating if project managers only trust external ‘experts’.

Staff and supplier performance targets and appraisals should be used to reinforce this change process, aligning strategy, performance measurement and rewards systems.
Conclusion

Converting a typical construction related organisation into a Lean construction organisation is not easy. However, it can be achieved if approached systematically with the right high level sponsorship and commitment, access to expertise and enthusiasm. You cannot delegate leadership of this type of change programme to a consultant. They must be led from the top of the organisation by someone who is focused on making it work.

It is likely that the use of external consultants will be necessary but the procuring organisation needs to understand the opportunity, its requirements and how it will be procured before proceeding too far.

Getting the brief right is fundamental

The procurement process is challenging because the consultants that are appointed will, for a period, become an integral part of your organisation but you need to avoid creating a dependence upon them.

You will know when you have achieved it when you no longer need to rely upon the consultant and your organisation's own ability to consistently improve its performance is being demonstrated wherever you look. You will also notice that life is easier despite more output being achieved. You might miss the need to fire fight though!
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